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Spelling list: Characters in Brighton Rock

 by Graham Greene is a gripping novel set in the criminal underworld of Brighton, England. It Brighton Rock
follows the story of Pinkie Brown, a young gang leader, as he navigates loyalty, love, and violence. As Pinkie 
becomes entangled in a murder investigation, his ruthless nature is tested, leading to a tense and dramatic 
climax.

pinkie
 Brown, a young and ruthless gang leader, seeks to assert his power Pinkie

and control in the criminal underworld.

Brown
Pinkie  , a young and ruthless gang leader, seeks to assert his power Brown

and control in the criminal underworld.

Ida
 Arnold, a middle-aged woman, becomes determined to uncover the truth Ida

behind a murder and seeks justice.

Arnold
Ida  , a middle-aged woman, becomes determined to uncover the Arnold

truth behind a murder and seek justice.

Rose
 Wilson, a naive and vulnerable young woman, becomes entangled in Rose

Pinkie's world, despite her reservations.

Wilson
Rose  , a naive and vulnerable young woman, becomes entangled in Wilson

Pinkie's world, despite her reservations.

Dallow
 , one of Pinkie's henchmen, assists in carrying out the gang's Dallow

criminal activities.

Hale
 , a journalist, unintentionally becomes a target of Pinkie's violence Hale

which sets off a chain of events.

Cubitt
 , another member of Pinkie's gang, follows orders and contributes to Cubitt

their illicit activities.

Tate
Jim  , a senior member of Pinkie's gang, provides guidance and support Tate

to Pinkie in their criminal endeavors.

Spicer
 , a close associate of Pinkie, provides support and carries out tasks Spicer

on behalf of the gang.
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Colleoni
 , the powerful and influential crime boss, casts a shadow over Colleoni

Brighton's underworld, commanding respect and instilling fear in those who 

dare to cross him.

Corkery
Phil  , a rival gang member, poses a threat to Pinkie's control over Corkery

Brighton's criminal underworld.

Judy
 , a young woman working at a local bar, forms a connection with Judy

Pinkie which complicates his relationship with Rose.
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